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REQUEST NO. DAS 3.04: 

For each Company for each of the past five years please provide the following information: 

a. Does the Company have any evidence showing any costs to sales customers from 
incomplete cycling? 

b. Please provide the cost, if any, to the sales customers due to incomplete cycling. 
c. Does the Company have any evidence showing any costs to sales customers from 

transportation customer nomination patterns? 
d. Please provide the cost, if any, to the sales customers due to transportation 

customer nomination patterns. 
e. Please provide evidence of economic harm to sales customers of the sort indicated 

by the Companies’ witness Mr. Connery on lines 333-334 on page 11 of his direct 
testimony.

f. If there has been no evidence of such economic harm to sales customers, why is 
this advanced as a reason for these changes? 

RESPONSE: 

     a. Yes. 

Incomplete cycling at Manlove Field can be expected to result in reduced 
peaking capability and seasonal deliverability.  Additionally, some of the 
pipeline FERC tariffs for the Company’s off-system storage services include 
provisions for failure to cycle.  Natural Gas Pipeline Company of America 
LLC’s (“NGPL”) Rate Schedule DSS includes a provision that directly limits 
the maximum daily injection quantity in proportion to the ratio of ending 
season balance to maximum storage volume (MSV), and this also affects the 
Company’s no-notice injection availability.  NGPL Rate Schedule DSS also 
requires the shipper to have inventory that is at least 95% of the MSV at 
some time during the period October 15 to November 15; the failure to meet 
this inventory requirement reduces the available withdrawal quantity, and this 
also affects the Company’s no-notice availability.

 ANR Pipeline Company’s (“ANR”) Rate Schedule FSS includes a minimum 
cycling fuel charge for balances higher than 20 percent of MSV at April 30.
Also, ANR’s FSS requires the shipper to have inventory of at least 20% of 
the MSV in order to receive 100% of maximum daily withdrawal quantity. 

b. North Shore does not have a specific number of therms or number of dollars 
specifically associated with incomplete cycling.  However, the Company 
would incur costs for not meeting the service requirements described in the 
response to subpart (a).
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For example, under NGPL’s Rate Schedule DSS, failure to meet the 
minimum inventory level and the resulting reduction in daily maximum 
withdrawal rights may require the Company to replace this lost capability in 
order to meet its winter storage needs.  If the DSS inventory level is above 
50% on April 30, then the Company would pay an “Unauthorized Inventory 
Cycling Rate” for quantities for which the Company has not obtained cycling 
relief from NGPL.  If the DSS inventory level is above 0% on April 30, then 
the Company loses part of its daily maximum injection rights and the 
Company may need to replace the lost no-notice capability provided by this 
service.

For ANR Rate Schedule FSS, if the inventory level is below 20% during the 
winter, then the Company loses part of its daily maximum withdrawal rights 
and the Company may need to replace these services in order to meet its 
winter storage needs.  For storage levels above 20% by March 31st the 
Company would incur the minimum cycling fuel charge.

c. Please see NS DAS 3.04 Attach 01 which provides a daily data set for 
transportation customer daily deliveries, net sales customer 
purchases/deliveries, and sendout.  The worksheet also shows calculations 
of the volatility of each data set and the correlation between the daily change 
in sendout and the daily change in transportation deliveries.  Generally, one 
would expect the transportation customer deliveries to be less volatile than 
the sales customer deliveries, and that both (given the capabilities of storage 
to accommodate daily balancing) would be less than the volatility of sendout.  
The results, though, indicate higher than expected volatility for the sales 
customers’ deliveries. Further, there is essentially no correlation between 
the daily changes in transportation deliveries to the daily change in sendout.  
The Company believes these data indicate that the sales customers’ 
purchase/delivery activity is overly focused on system balancing, including 
accommodating the likely day over day sendout variation contribution from 
transportation customers.

d. The Company does not maintain records which would be responsive to this 
question. 

e. The cited page number and line numbers do not address “economic harm.”
However, see the Company’s responses to subpart (c) of this data request 
and to Staff data request DAS 3.12.

f. The Company’s proposed operating parameters are supported by 
reasonable modeling of its assets’ capabilities and reasonable modifications 
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to the parameters were developed and vetted through the small volume 
transportation program collaborative and the large volume transportation 
program workshop.  The proposed operating parameters provide a fair 
structure for access to its system, including its aggregate storage 
capabilities, for all interested parties to abide by.  The proposed operating 
parameters reduce the potential for transportation customers to “game the 
system” to the potential detriment of the sales customers.

The Company’s current asset portfolio adequately supports demands on its 
system but the evidence of considerably higher volatility in the sales 
customer group purchases relative to the transporter deliveries noted in 
response to subpart (c) of this data request sufficiently demonstrates that its 
current tariff operating parameters, particularly regarding daily storage 
access, require fine tuning to alleviate some of the sales customers’ 
disproportionate burden for daily system balancing.   
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REQUEST NO. DAS 3.04: 

For each Company for each of the past five years please provide the following information: 

a. Does the Company have any evidence showing any costs to sales customers from 
incomplete cycling? 

b. Please provide the cost, if any, to the sales customers due to incomplete cycling. 
c. Does the Company have any evidence showing any costs to sales customers from 

transportation customer nomination patterns? 
d. Please provide the cost, if any, to the sales customers due to transportation 

customer nomination patterns. 
e. Please provide evidence of economic harm to sales customers of the sort indicated 

by the Companies’ witness Mr. Connery on lines 333-334 on page 11 of his direct 
testimony.

f. If there has been no evidence of such economic harm to sales customers, why is 
this advanced as a reason for these changes? 

RESPONSE: 

a. Yes.   

Incomplete cycling at Manlove Field can be expected to result in reduced peaking 
capability and seasonal deliverability.  PGL DAS 3.04 Attach 01 – “Effect of 
Reduced Seasonal Withdrawal on Reservoir Performance”, dated April 9, 1998, 
presents the results of a reservoir simulation study performed by Smedvig 
Technologies.  PGL DAS 3.04 Attach 02 – “Manlove Field Trapped Gas Report”, 
dated February 3, 2003, is a report by Charles R. Connaughton, a consultant to 
Peoples Gas.  Both documents support this conclusion.   

Additionally, some of the pipeline FERC tariffs for the Company’s off-system 
storage services include provisions for failure to cycle.  Natural Gas Pipeline 
Company of America LLC’s (“NGPL”) Rate Schedule DSS includes a provision that 
directly limits the maximum daily injection quantity in proportion to the ratio of 
ending season balance to maximum storage volume (MSV), and this also affects 
the Company’s no-notice injection availability.  NGPL Rate Schedule DSS also 
requires the shipper to have inventory that is at least 95% of the MSV at some time 
during the period October 15 to November 15; the failure to meet this inventory 
requirement reduced the available withdrawal quantity, and this also affects the 
Company’s no-notice availability.

NGPL’s Rate Schedule NSS requires a shipper to have inventory of at least 50% of 
the MSV in order to receive 100% of maximum daily withdrawal quantity, and this 
also affects the Company’s no-notice availability.
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ANR Pipeline Company’s (“ANR”) Rate Schedule FSS includes a minimum cycling 
fuel charge for balances higher than 20% of MSV at April 30.  Also, ANR’s FSS 
requires the shipper to have inventory of at least 20% of the MSV in order to receive 
100% of maximum daily withdrawal quantity. 

b. Peoples Gas attempts to cycle Manlove Field in accordance with good field 
maintenance practices to avoid negative effects on performance.  If incomplete 
cycling does occur, Peoples Gas would take appropriate and prudent steps, such as 
increasing summer injections, to avoid performance deterioration.  Peoples Gas 
does not therefore have a specific number of therms or number of dollars 
specifically associated with incomplete cycling.  However, the Company would incur 
costs for not meeting the service requirements described in the response to subpart 
(a).
 For example, under NGPL’s Rate Schedule DSS, failure to meet the 
minimum inventory level and the resulting reduction in daily maximum withdrawal 
rights may require the Company to replace this lost capability in order to meet its 
winter storage needs.  If the DSS inventory level is above 50% on April 30, then the 
Company would pay an “Unauthorized Inventory Cycling Rate” for quantities for 
which the Company has not obtained cycling relief from NGPL.  If the DSS 
inventory level is above 0% on April 30, then the Company loses part of its daily 
maximum injection rights and the Company may need to replace the lost no-notice 
capability provided by this service.
 For NGPL Rate Schedule NSS, if the inventory level is below 50% during the 
winter, then the Company loses part of its daily maximum withdrawal rights and the 
Company may need to replace this lost capability.  The Company maintains 
inventory above 50% at least through January’s peak day to meet design day and 
other needs.

For ANR Rate Schedule FSS, if the inventory level is below 20% during the 
winter, then the Company loses part of its daily maximum withdrawal rights and the 
Company may need to replace these services in order to meet its winter storage 
needs.  For storage levels above 20% at March 31st the Company would incur the 
minimum cycling fuel charge.

c. Please see PGL DAS 3.04 Attach 03, which provides a daily data set for 
transportation customer daily deliveries, net sales customer purchases/deliveries,
and sendout.  The worksheet also shows calculations of the volatility of each data 
set and the correlation between the daily change in sendout and the daily change in 
transportation deliveries.  Generally, one would expect the transportation customer 
deliveries to be less volatile than the sales customer deliveries, and that both (given 
the capabilities of storage to accommodate daily balancing) would be less than the 
volatility of sendout.  The results, though, indicate higher than expected volatility for 
the sales customers’ deliveries.  Further, there is a slight negative correlation 
between the daily changes in transportation deliveries to the daily change in 
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sendout.  The Company believes these data indicate that the sales customers’ 
purchase/delivery activity is overly focused on system balancing, including 
accommodating the likely day over day sendout variation contribution from 
transportation customers.

d.  The Company does not maintain records which would be responsive to this 
question. 

e. The cited page number and line numbers do not address “economic harm.”
However, see the Company’s responses to subpart (c) of this data request and to 
Staff data request DAS 3.12.

f. The Company’s proposed operating parameters are supported by reasonable 
modeling of its assets’ capabilities and reasonable modifications to the parameters 
were developed and vetted through the small volume transportation program 
collaborative and the large volume transportation program workshop.  The proposed 
operating parameters provide a fair structure for access to its system, including its 
aggregate storage capabilities, for all interested parties to abide by.  The proposed 
operating parameters reduce the potential for transportation customers to “game the 
system” to the potential detriment of the sales customers.

The Company’s current asset portfolio adequately supports demands on its system 
but the evidence of considerably higher volatility in the sales customer group 
purchases relative to the transporter deliveries noted in response to subpart (c) of 
this data request sufficiently demonstrates that its current tariff operating 
parameters, particularly regarding daily storage access, require fine tuning to 
alleviate some of the sales customers’ disproportionate burden for daily system 
balancing.  
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